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UnsoundSoundness - Positively
prepared?

UnsoundSoundness - Justified?

NASoundness - Consistent
with national policy?

NASoundness - Effective?

NACompliance - Legally
compliant?

NACompliance - In
accordance with the
Duty to Cooperate?

1/ The junction of A580/Mossley Common Rd. sees traffic backing up down
Mossely Common Rd. periodically during the day. This is because when

Redacted reasons -
Please give us details

traffic turning right onto the A580 (west bound) it blocks any other trafficof why you consider the
wishing to turn left or go straight on. Also the positioning of a bus stop 10yardsconsultation point not
(approx) adds to the congestion. Adding potentially, another 1400 cars will
close the roads completely and indefinitely.

to be legally compliant,
is unsound or fails to
comply with the duty to In my opinion, altering the traffic lights priority to allow the traffic coming up

from Tyldesley to turn left, right and go straight on, with traffic from all other
directions put on red, would help but not eradicate the problem.

co-operate. Please be
as precise as possible.

2/ Why would any Planner think that building 1100 houses in this area without
the infrastructure of shops, schools, GP surgeries, sufficient entrance and
exit roads etc. to enable ''life as we know it'' to continue.

Put the Council/Planners and anyone else involved in making this decision,
into the houses that they are planning to build. That way they would have

Redacted modification
- Please set out the

first hand experience of what it would be like to live in that environment. Theymodification(s) you
would see what it would be like tring to get the kids to school or how far theyconsider necessary to
would have to travel to get into see a Doctor. They would be able to workmake this section of the
out exactly how much time would be taken out of their lives to do the
mundane chores such as driving to work.

plan legally compliant
and sound, in respect
of any legal compliance
or soundness matters
you have identified
above.
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